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Special Track on Uncertain Reasoning of the 19th International Florida
Artiﬁcial Intelligence Research Symposium (FLAIRS 2006)This Special Issue of the International Journal of Approximate Reasoning contains expanded versions of several papers
that were presented at the FLAIRS 2006 Special Track on Uncertain Reasoning. FLAIRS (the Florida Artiﬁcial Intelligence Re-
search Society), ﬁrst met in 1988, primarily as a regional conference. In 1990 it was opened to all, and in 1995, its title was
changed to the International FLAIRS Conference to formally recognize broader participation. In 2004, the American Association
for Artiﬁcial Intelligence began publishing the conference proceedings.
The Special Track on Uncertain Reasoning was ﬁrst held in 1996, making it the longest running special track at FLAIRS.
The Special Track was initially organized to provide a broadly accessible forum to disseminate new work on uncertain rea-
soning. Its organizers have always had a special interest in the foundational discussions, and thus the Special Track has in-
cluded new researchers alongside established philosophers of uncertainty like Isaac Levi and Henry E. Kyburg Jr.
The foundational debate on uncertainty occurred during a high tide of interest in formal reasoning, particularly noncat-
egorical reasoning. The early discussions included discussions on qualitative probability, second-order reasoning, and com-
putational aspects of probability, culminating in the seminal work on Bayesian networks. The 2006 Special Track on
Uncertain Reasoning included 12 papers and 2 posters. Of these, six papers eventually made their way to this special issue.
Themes of interest in the special issue address many of these key issues.
Beierle and Kern-Isberner explore a range of semantics for qualitative conditional statements, which are if–then state-
ments that need a richer semantical basis than Boolean expressions involving material implication. Uncertainty researchers
are aware that pðAjBÞ is very different from pðA ! BÞ, regardless of the numerical joint distribution of A and B. The study of
conditionals generally posits a deeper relationship between consequent and antecedent, as in the case of causal statements,
or statements in nonmonotonic reasoning.
Krebsbach discusses deliberation scheduling, which may be viewed as second-order planning, where a base-level planner
solves actual problems in a target domain, while a meta-level planner decides how best to instruct the base-level planner to
expend planning effort. Krebsbach’s work extends deliberation scheduling to work with continuous (rather than discrete)
time, uncertain durations, and multiple event clocks.
Second-order, or interval, probabilities are another form of meta-reasoning. Probabilities are one kind of uncertainty, and
interval probabilities represent uncertainty about the uncertainties. In real-life decision-making, probabilities are rarely
known with much precision, and intervals seem like a natural way to represent this vagueness. However, if intervals are
collapsed to their centre of mass, second-order information is lost, and the computation is much the same as if point-values
probabilities are used. Sundgren et al. demonstrate strong second-order calculations that are more informative when used
with imprecise probabilities.
Some argue that uncertainty researchers needed to establish their own community, due to an inﬂuential remark of
McCarthy and Hayes that probability was ‘‘epistemologically inadequate” for AI. One reason they gave was the inability
of probability to handle quantiﬁers. Over the years, many writers have presented probabilistic ﬁrst order languages. In this
issue, Howard and Stumptner present OPRML (Object-Oriented Probabilistic Relational Modelling Language), a ﬁrst order
language that combines relational logic with probability theory, and show how domain models can be constructed from
data.
In another variation on this theme, Haarslev et al. introduce the idea of uncertainty into description logics, which play a
foundational role in OWL DL, a web ontology language. The reported work extends a standard description language to in-
clude disjunction, existential and universal quantiﬁcation, as well as true negation.
Bayesian networks are perhaps one of uncertainty research’s signature results. Although their pedigree goes back almost
a century to Sewell Wright’s work on path analysis, Bayesian networks, in a single formalism, solve a range of semantic prob-
lems in a computationally tractable way. Nonetheless, computation in Bayesian Networks remains NP-Hard in general. In0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ijar.2009.05.005
1332 Editorial / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1331–1332this issue, Grant and Horsch demonstrate new heuristics for deriving elimination trees from d-trees and vice-versa, and
empirically demonstrate the value of these heuristics.
The papers in this special issue provide an interesting and up to date sample of uncertainty research. For their patience,
we would like to thank all the researchers whose papers appear herein, the many reviewers, and Thierry Denoeux, IJAR’s
editor, for many helpful suggestions.
Eric Neufeld
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